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Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

Happy Beltane to everyone. It's a blessing by Satan to have one another and
advance as we do. This is a day of life, nature, and natural order. It's a day of
beauty in it's most vibrant sense.

What all of us must know is that Beltane is the New Year in Satanism. This is one
very important celebration for our beliefs, tenets, and practices, as it always has
been for all Pagans, and Ancient spiritual people. The actual Astrological New
Year is actually when Sun enters Aries.

The date of Beltane has shaped history over and over again, turning the Wheel
for a better world in which Gentiles can live in better conditions. Associated with
fire, life and the striving for advancement, this manifested blatantly in the late
1880's. Where some people, out of 'nowhere', in a cold and calculated world that
had them as total cattle and slaves, decided suddenly to revolt to create better
rights for the working man.

These people had NOTHING, let alone what 'we' have today. They had no
internet, no comfort, not even shoes to wear, or food to feed their families. And
still with nothing in their hands decided to do something about it...

The center of all nations and all civilizations, which was tortured in a jewish,
cutthroat system of speculation and numbers, which eventually had the lowest
people in consistent ruin. This was nothing but jewish Middle Ages type of labor,
and later feudalism, in a different cloth.

Some people on this day, in the same way as fire rises from unknown reasons in
the human soul, decided to revolt against the system, and this set up the path for
better conditions in all workers worldwide. The Communists and others claim this
date was of 'theirs' and a 'war of socialism', and that 'workers rights' belong to
them. Wrong. Workers’ rights, in the general spirit of the Age of Aquarius, are the
future.

https://web.archive.org/web/20170724024617/http:/josministries.prophpbb.com/topic19267.html#p98308


As with anything else, they tried to hijack this, even if their actions speak louder
than everything. This lead in the Communist Revolution. The Revolution of Jews
in which, the Worker became a total nobody, a nothing- a slave to the jewish
oligarchs in the top.

It didn't only lead to the Communist revolution though...It led to a Just one too,
that really followed with its promises.

On Satan's side, in the late nineteenth century, people rose up against this
oppression, which was real and not just imagined. These people were being
trampled by the jews. And not only in their destroyed workers’ rights, living rights,
or simplest rights in Human dignity. Manifested a savior years later. That made
this revolution of values a concrete reality. The Satanic wave materialized on the
physical realm, in National Socialist Germany.

The worker's paradise on Earth for the time, where nobody was scammed, ripped
off, and was exploited. A true miracle and a real revolution of 'values' of all
feudalism, church control, and all other oppressive systems which have man
working like a pig only to steal his pay.

This later came to be celebrated as May Day, or Volksgemeinschaft in German,
which means Community's day. Known to us as the Worker's Day basically. This
is a day where people grace and glorify nature, but at the same time, we glorify
how existence works on a bigger level, with all of us taking part to work for it from
our respective position.

This day belongs to Satanists, and National Socialists if everyone else. It belongs
to nobody else.

Spiritually, we can see the significance of this day in the Satanic movement,
which in its early beginnings, had a very big importance of this date. This is the
date of Pagans, Witches, and all other people who fought for occult freedom in
their own ways, more or less correctly, we have to honor them on that day, these
Ancient Ancestors.

This is a date to remember all things that Satanism stands for. The Occult, the
people who have perished in what we call today as Spiritual Satanism, all these
Pagan martyrs who were real women, children and men. And not made up falsely
by the church...



Also on this date we celebrate the people who, out of nowhere, revolted, and
brought the dreams and visions of a better and more Aquarian age of Satan into
humanity, something which later created the few freedoms humanity does still
possess in the workplace, which the enemy has tried to control and wreck since
the first time. But they lost anyway.

One last thing is to remember all the Gentiles who willingly sacrificed on the last
day of the War, in April 30, 1945, in which so many people died defending what is
right. And a future vision for humanity in general. It's not to be forgotten how
many other Gentiles from Tibet and elsewhere willfully sacrificed their own lives
into a giant black mass in Germany, to curse the jews forever, and to curse the
enemy system to fall. Amongst them were many Germans who also participated
in this Ritual.

To defeat the monsters which are ourselves winning against today...

Happy Beltane, and also happy May Day.
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